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The Pool Re Scheme, set up by the Government to provide terrorism insurance in the UK, has stipulated that any 
Clause that could directly extend the Building Sum Insured beyond the value stated in the Schedule, needs to be 
taken into account when calculating terrorism premiums. 

Up until now, our Real Estate policy included a VAT Clause that allowed the Sum Insured on Buildings to be set  
without any allowance for non-recoverable VAT. In the event of damage we would pay any VAT due that could  
not be recovered.

Guidance Note  
July 2016

Example 
If a total loss occurred, our maximum liability would be 120% of the Sum Insured based on the current 20% rate of VAT.

Including VAT in the Building  
Sum Insured

Covéa Insurance

What’s included in this guide?
Pool Re Scheme

How to tell if you should 
include VAT?

The Pool Re statement means that non-recoverable VAT must be included in 
Buildings Sums Insured that we declare to the Pool, and hence charged for.  
The Sum Insured under Property Damage and Terrorism Sections of the policy 
must be the same, this change means there could be a difference between them 
if the VAT Clause is retained.

To resolve this, we’ve removed the VAT Clause from the policy, and urge property 
owners to check that their Buildings Sum Insured includes any relevant element 
for VAT where appropriate.



How to tell if you should include VAT
There are two reasons why VAT may not need to be taken into account when assessing value for insurance purposes. 

1.    The building works may be zero-rated (e.g. Residential) 

2.     If VAT is chargeable on the building works, it may be reclaimable from HRMC where the property owner is VAT 
registered. There are however, some caveats to watch out for.

The following flow chart provides a simplistic overview of when to include VAT. The tax rules are highly complex  
however and we do recommend that professional advice is sought if in doubt.

Are you VAT registered?

Include the standard 
rate of VAT in the  
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Do not add VAT to the 
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residential use
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Premises Occupied solely for Commercial Use 
Building works relating to commercial properties are standard rated for VAT, whether new builds or repairs,  
maintenance, refurbishments, extensions, etc.  

Hence, if the property owner is not VAT registered or has not opted to tax (i.e. charge VAT on rents), VAT is  
non-recoverable and should be included in the sum insured.

Premises Occupied solely for Residential Use 
Domestic new builds are zero rated for VAT. This zero rating relies on the  
existing residential building being demolished completely to ground level and 
being rebuilt from scratch (although allowance is made for basements, cellars, 
foundation slabs and single or corner facades kept explicitly for statutory  
planning consent to be retained). Roads, boundary fences and garages also 
qualify for zero rating.

However, certain other costs such as fees (e.g. legal and architects), demolition 
costs, landscaping and rebuilding detached swimming pools are not zero rated. 
VAT therefore needs to be added to these aspects of the total cost of rebuilding. 

Premises Occupied part commercial / part domestic  
(e.g. ground floor shops with residential above) 

Mixed use new builds are zero rated on the residential parts but VAT taxable on the commercial portion. Hence if 
the property owner is not VAT registered or has not opted to tax, VAT needs to be included in the sum insured on 
the commercial portion and on the fees, demolition costs, etc. of the residential parts.

Partial Damage 
It should be noted that some of the above may not hold true in the event of partial damage. For example, although 
domestic new builds attract zero rated VAT, repairs are standard rated, currently at 20%. In other words, whereas a 
residential new build sum insured would exclude VAT, significant damage requiring extensive repairs would incur VAT.

In practice however, if a residential building is 80% or more destroyed it would be more cost effective to demolish and 
rebuild the property. Hence it would be treated as a new build and zero rated for VAT aside from the ‘other’ elements 
as described above.
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Disclaimer
This document is just a brief summary of the VAT position and there are 
other instances where non-standard VAT rates are applied. The scenarios 
outlined here are the most common however.

We understand that the rules governing VAT are very complex and if in 
doubt we recommend that professional tax advice is sought.


